Materials List
Below is my materials list. In most cases what you have will most likely be fine. I’m providing pictures of what I like to use. You may
improvise or substitute tools you like. You might be able to find the same tools at a supplier close to you or make your own. I have
put an asterisk ** next to any tools (or some version of) that I feel are imperative to the workshop.

Item

Description

½ - 1 bag
of Clay **

I will be using a smooth cone 5 porcelain. Although
any semi-smooth to smooth clay will work. You may
work with any low fire to high fire clay. It may be
porcelain or iron rich. We will be learning to build
forms and creating textured surfaces. I often just use a
liner glaze with my porcelain, but You will be able to
glaze the forms later with any glaze you would like to
experiment with.
Rolling pin, slab roller or some way to make slabs.

1**
1 or more

Shallow plaster hump mold, bisque mold, and/or drape
mold. I will be showing how to utilize each style of
mold during the workshop. If a student doesn’t have
access to molds the students may email me about
options so they may still participate in the workshop.
Image: Back row: Thrown/ Bisqued hump mold
Front Row: Drape mold made from double
sided Masonite or Hardboard

Image

Variety of

Texture tools: store bought, homemade, and/ or
found. Texture rollers, matts, peach pits, acorns,
seashells, screws, bolts, rubber bands anything you
have is fine. I would not spend a ton of money special
items. I will be showing how to make some texture
tools and how to utilize found objects for texture.

1

Basic Wire tool

1

Basic Needle tool

1 - 2 **

Scoring tool – you may have different styles. Here are
a couple of options I like. Also, homemade scoring
tools with small tines are fine too. Since we will be
making fine connections a fork will be to large.

1 **

Shredder Mudtool or you can also order just the refill
blade for a Surform. It hard to find the refill. Often you
have to order it online from home depot.

1 **

Small Flat brush - about a Size 6 – inexpensive as we
may cut it up. I like to sculpt with 1 brush that is about
a size 6 I cut the bristles to a length I like. You might
find you like a different size.

1 **

Wooden modeling tool -Kemper 8” long WT12

1

Kemper WT6

1

Set Loop Carving Tools

1

Kemper wipe out tool or another brand of rubber tip
tool

1

Kemper clean-up tool. Or a similar tool from another
company.

1**

Fettling knife or other clay cutting knife with a
relatively shape blade.
Rib for compressing clay: Rubber or Metal

1- more
**
1 **
**

Ruler or straight edge
Water or slip for connections
Pencil

